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A MIND/brain/matter model consistent with quantum physics and UFO phenomena

Thomas E. Bearden, MS, Nuclear Engineering
With special drawings by Hal Crawford

In this paper we introduce a model of mind and matter and their interaction that is consistent with the entire experimental basis of physics, and which offers mechanisms for paranormal phenomena of all types, including UFO phenomena. The model is speculative since certain conclusions drawn by the author from quantum mechanics and other sources are not generally held by most scientists. Certain conclusions are reached by a new fourth law of logic advanced by the author and not yet generally accepted by the scientific community at large. Some principles necessary to understanding the model are as follows:

Principles

1. A detector detects only internal changes. A triode, e.g., detects only a change on its grid; specifically, it knows nothing of any changes in the "external" circuit. Similarly, our minds detect only their own internal changes; "mindstuff" (in the sense of changes) is all anyone ever experiences. An instrument also detects only its own internal change.

2. All measurement is spatial ultimately. Instruments are made of mass, and mass is a spatial \( \mathbb{L}^3 \) thing. Mass thus can only detect its own changes -- specifically, mass can be expressed dimensionally as \( \mathbb{L}^3 \mathbb{T} \Rightarrow \mathbb{L}^3 \). Since mass is a time derivative of \( \mathbb{L}^3 \mathbb{T} \) spacetime, then that is what it does. Mass may be said to time differentiate \( \mathbb{L}^3 \mathbb{T} \) spacetime, yielding a spatial detection and destroying time in the process. For this reason, time is not an observable in quantum mechanics; time is never measured or detected, but only inferred from spatial measurement. Mind, which occupies time, is also lost in detection.

3. Observed/detected reality is only a partial reality. Observable changes occur in discrete bits of action (in quanta). The action quantum is not detectable; only pieces (derivatives) of quanta are detected. Quantum fragments occur in canonical pairs, but detection is totally monocular. If one of the two canonical entities is totally determined, the other is totally undetermined (undetected).

4. Quantum change occurs monocularly -- one change at a time. Furthermore, quanta do not superpose; at any one instant of time, the only thing which "exists" concretely is a single quantum change in progress. Length, time, energy, momentum, etc. are created and destroyed in individual bits (differentials of a quantum). The macroscopic world is like the picture on a TV tube; at any one instant of time, only a single "dot" is illuminated or exists. Rigorously, the only "place" the so-called physical world exists is in the minds (memory recall) of the living observers.

5. Mind is objective, not subjective. Physics declares (assumes) time to be objective, for there is no objective physics left if it isn't. Relativity treats time as a dimension, compacted by the ratio/factor \( c \) (where \( c \) is the velocity of light in vacuum). At the same time that physical phenomena are occurring, mental phenomena are occurring in the mind of an observer. Thus mind (mental phenomena) occupy one objective dimension, time. Mind is therefore objective, not subjective.

6. The mind is lost in the physical detection process. Since mind occupies only a single objective dimension in common with physical phenomena, and since that dimension (time) is destroyed in the process of detection, we do not see our minds and mental phenomena, and our physical instruments do not detect them.
7. The only thing that has, occupies, or carries time is the photon. A photon (\(ΔEΔT\)) is a piece of energy welded to a piece of time with no seam in the middle. Because it carries time, then time flows at the speed of light -- it can flow no faster than its carrier. Every mass in the universe is continually absorbing and emitting photons. When a photon is absorbed, it connects a time tail to the mass, giving (momentarily) \(L^3T\) masstime. At the next instant, a photon is emitted, carrying off the time tail and leaving behind a spatial \(L^3\) mass. The photon itself is not detectable; only its interaction with a mass is detectable. Figure 1 shows the raindrop model of quantized change, proposed by this author.

8. The photon carries mind and virtual state. Virtual objects and mental objects both occupy time. Since the only thing that contains or carries time is the photon, then all mental objects and virtual objects are "carried" by the photon, hanging in the little piece of time welded into the photon.

9. The photon interaction creates the objective state. The two-slit experiment, fundamental to all quantum mechanics, proves this. If an electron emitted in the two-slit apparatus is not struck by a photon, it interacts with both slits at once, giving the wave diffraction type distribution in electron strikes on the screen. If the electron (which is emitted as \(L^3T\) masstime, not \(L^3\) mass) is struck by a photon, the photon strips off the time tail from the electron, leaving a classical particle (\(L^3\)). The electron then goes through only one hole.

10. Nothingness -- pure vacuum -- is a plenum, not an emptiness. We now know that empty vacuum itself contains enormous, mind-boggling quantities of incoherent energy, called "zero-point energy." Further, we know that this energy can be observably tapped. Simply putting two conducting plates in a vacuum coheres part of the energy, and the hydrogen atom has been tapping a bit of this energy since the beginning of time, with the Lamb shift. Soviet theorists are particularly adept in this area, and Soviet experimenters have directly measured this energy cohered between two quartz plates.

11. There are already two kinds of reality in physics -- virtual and observable. The so-called "observable world of changes" is composed of standard-sized bricks, so to speak. If one examines a brick which is a little smaller, one finds that the small brick "disappears" in so far as instruments and detection are concerned, but the small brick is still quite "real" and useful even though it cannot be detected even in theory. Almost all particle interactions are by means of virtual particles or virtual photons. E.g., virtual photons continually given off and absorbed by an electron are what creates the electric charge of the electron. If these virtual photons are destroyed or quenched, the electron is converted to a neutrino, which zips off into deep space without interaction. In this way, electrical currents in electronic systems or human nervous systems may be partially or fully quenched, without permanent damage to the system. In particle physics, many virtual particles decay into real particles, in fact, into almost any type of real, observable particle known. Little modern physics would be left without real, interactable "pieces of nothing," -- virtual state entities.

12. The mind may be regarded as a virtual entity. Since it shares the time dimension, it is objective, yet the mind object shares none of the physical world's spatial dimensions. We may therefore model a mind object (thought object or thoughtform) in a higher dimensional (7-dimensional) space, where all its three spatial dimensions are rotated beyond any intersection with the laboratory frame, and whose time dimension is coincidental with the time dimension of the lab 4-space. In such a 7-dimensional hyperspace, the mind and its interaction with matter can be precisely and rigorously modeled.

13. Time is the only "box" that contains multiple objects in the same unit. We state that, in addition, one unit of time can contain an infinite number of virtual objects or mental objects, so long as they are incoherent or sufficiently so to remain subquantum. Note that the "heat" diffusion into, out of, and through a macroscopic object also diffuses virtual state and mental objects.

* for observable changes
14. The orthodox interpretation of physics has a severe limitation: Only a single observer at a time is permitted. Everett, working under the renowned John Wheeler at Princeton University, considered the problem of multiple simultaneous observers and reinterpreted physics. In this interpretation, all possibilities — no matter how weird or far out — are concretely real and exist in alternate, orthogonal universes. This physics, which is totally consistent with the entire experimental basis of physics, is so strange that most physicists cannot tolerate it. Accordingly, little or no work has been done along the lines prescribed by this physics. However, one may easily show that these alternate universes crosstalk in the virtual state, and this author has shown that a scheme exists whereby this crosstalk — and indeed the virtual state — can be directly amplified into observable state. At least one successful device along the lines of cohering the virtual state and amplifying it — T. Henry Moray's radiant energy device — has been built.

15. There is as yet no satisfactory union of quantum mechanics and relativity. Part of the reason is the assumption of "simultaneous existence" of spatially separated points in a frame, by relativity. This is erroneous; dividing the length between two points by \( c \), the speed of light, gives the time separation between them for unaccelerated frames (linear conditions). The assumption of two clocks placed slowly at the two points after having been first synchronized, and then reading the same time, so to speak, is the assumption of linear, parallel conditions by two observers. In quantum mechanics, two observable changes can never be simultaneous, since quantum change occurs monocularly.

16. Present logic is known to be incomplete, and many things are true but illogical. E.g., what we call a "paradox" is something which is known to be true, but which can be shown to violate one or more of the three laws of logic. Hosts of such paradoxes are known, the simplest being change itself. I.e., for a thing to change, it must become something else. Yet then how can it be itself and something else too? The first law, \( A = A \), is violated if \( A \) becomes \( \overline{A} \), as is the second law, \( A \neq \overline{A} \). Further, since we are considering \( A \) to have become \( \overline{A} \) and therefore to be both \( A \) and \( \overline{A} \), it violates the third law, which states that \( A \lor \overline{A} \), a thing can only be one or the other, not both. Therefore change is totally illogical. Since change is all that can be detected, thought, or perceived, then all detection, thought, and perception is illogical. The problem was posed by Heraclitus, and has not been solved in thousands of years.

We have taken the view that such paradoxes can easily be resolved, if one realizes that Aristotle's three laws of logic simply are the synthesis of perception based on the photon interaction. Primitive man formed all his concepts based on the photon interaction having occurred; since photon interaction occurs monocularly, then present three-law logic is monocular. In the two-slit experiment — which according to Feynman contains the entire and the only mystery of quantum mechanics — the electron becomes a classical object if interacted with by light. If it is not interacted with by a photon, the electron is not a classical (three-law logic) object, but is another type of entity. Since it is mass in that case rather than mass, it can interact in time, with multiple entities occupying the same time slot. Thus this author has added a fourth law of logic, \( [A_1, \overline{A}_2]_3 \), where what was separated as \( A \) in time one and what was separated as \( \overline{A} \) in time two, are combined and totally unseparated in time three. In time three, then, we may say that \( A_1 =_3 \overline{A}_2 \), insofar as the detection/perception process in time three is concerned. In other words, we treat the laws of logic simply as operational statements of the characteristics of the perception process, in which case the "identity of opposites" is easily understood. However, this gives us a four-law logic, where the fourth law covers every present paradox. By applying the fourth law, at least hypothetically it is possible to solve every present paradox. The model of mind and matter and their interaction that is presented in this paper was arrived at in that manner.
**A Four-law Logical Solution of the Problem of Mind**

In figure 4, we show the solution to the age-old philosophical problem of mind. We start by the three-law (Cartesian) assumption that mind and matter are mutually exclusive, and we represent matter by \( A \) and mind by \( \bar{A} \), as shown in the Venn diagram. To apply the fourth law, we simply collect all of \( A \), each and every bit of matter, and when it is all collected, the boundary is reached. At that moment, \( A = \bar{A} \), and so what we have must also represent mind. A "collection of all of matter" is indeed the physical universe; therefore the mind must be a physical universe. In other words, a thing can be modeled in terms of its own opposite, and mind can be modeled as a physical universe.

The remaining prerequisite on our mind model is that its spatial dimensions must not intersect or coincide with the spatial dimensions of the physical universe (laboratory frame), but the time dimensions must coincide. This immediately leads to the model shown in figure 5, where we have now shown the relationship existing between mind, neutrino, photon, and particle. In figure 5, \( S \) represents the laboratory 3-space (spatial frame) that is the ordinary universe we live in. \( S' \) represents electromagnetic field. An ordinary particle of mass, when turned one right angle to this universe, will intersect the lab frame in only two dimensions (a wave front), and thus will be perceived by a laboratory observer as a photon. We have already shown that special relativity requires this, and that it follows as a corollary to Einstein's postulate that the speed of light is the same to every observer.

\( S'' \) represents a frame two orthogonal turns away from the laboratory frame, and an entity turned into this frame intersects the lab frame in a line. The candidate for this type of object at present is the neutrino; if so, neutrinos move at the speed \( c^2 \) with respect to the lab frame, not at the speed \( c \) as is commonly supposed. Note that between frames \( S' \) and \( S'' \), a particle (e.g., an electron) will be seen by the lab observer as a virtual photon. Thus charged particles in the lab frame communicate past the ordinary electromagnetic field in this model. Finally, an ordinary particle of mass that has ortho-rotated three full turns away from the laboratory frame will exist in frame \( S''' \), and it will have a zero-dimensional intersection with the lab frame. In other words, it will be a "thought" or "thoughtform," observationally speaking. Frame \( S''' \) is therefore a mind, as is each other frame that is still more turns away. Note that mind always moves at the speed \( c^3 \) or greater with respect to the laboratory frame.

In an infinite-dimensional hyperspace as shown, there are a finite number of minds. Their number is very large indeed, but finite nonetheless. If a finite number of things are selected at random from an infinite number, the odds are that no two will be the same. Thus normally no two minds occupy the same mindworld.

Further, the hyperframes are a little more complicated than we have shown them, for we have shown the simplest case, for ease of understanding. Actually each mind world is only three orthogonal turns away from the laboratory frame, in nonlinear hyperspace as it is postulated to exist.

Note what the process of collection -- which is merely time synchronization -- can accomplish. Collecting/cohering mind objects (thoughtforms), the collection becomes progressively virtual neutrinos, then finally neutrinos. As collection continues, the set becomes virtual photons, whereupon it is interactable with charged particles and fields. In Kirlian photography, e.g., the film only records ordinary photochemical interaction. However, strongly cohering mind energy can be collected by the spark discharge, kindled into virtual photons, and affect the electromagnetic field interaction on the film.

As collection continues, finally ordinary photons are reached (frame \( S' \)), and thought energy has now been turned into electromagnetic energy. Certain frequencies (e.g., infrared and ultraviolet) offer much less resistance to the kindling process, and these
frequencies are referred to as "magic windows" between orthogonal frames. The visible light spectrum offers a very large resistance to such kindling, and so the visible spectrum is a strongly "quenching" spectrum for the effect. For this reason, kindled daylight UFOs are much rarer than are kindled nocturnal lights.

If kindling continues even further, partial or full materialization occurs. Thus in a few cases, materialization of metal spacecraft, complete with materialized living, breathing crewmen can occur. In addition, such things as Sasquatch, the Loch Ness Monster, and other tulpoids (materialized thought forms) are occasionally materialized, including imps, devils, angels, Virgin Mary, etc. Fortunately, the tuning (precise time synchronization of a great deal of mindstuff) that results in such materializations is normally quite unstable, and so the materializations go away as the tuning fades, and the collection (kindling) subsides. In the model, any thought form in the human mind can be so kindled. The same sort of kindling creates life and consciousness also, as we will see in our next section.

Figure 6 shows the Dennis Billings Photo, a classic shot of a dematerializing "spacecraft" UFO tulpoid and an interpretation of the photograph in the diagram below.13

![Diagram of Dennis Billings Photo]

In figure 7, we show the relationship of mind, life, consciousness, and death as prescribed by the model.

Briefly, each physical mass in the laboratory frame is simply the result of a localized crosstalk from all mindworlds; at any one instant, which mindworld has furnished sufficient cohered crosstalk to breach from virtual (subquantum) to observable (quantum) state is a random variable. Therefore a normal physical object, while totally alive, is nonpreferentially alive. Further, the cohering crosstalk from all virtual mindworlds accounts for the fact that each quantum change is totally statistical. Mass D illustrates such an inert mass.

However, if a tuning coherence is established so that a slight preference is given to one of the mindworlds, then a "loop" between the tuning body (e.g., bodies A and B) and the preferred mindworld is established as shown. This loop is two-way; quantum changes in S project only tiny portions into S^n, e.g., and so many changes occur in body A on a random, statistical basis before their virtual crosstalk into S^n superposes sufficiently to breach the quantum threshold in S^n and result in a quantum change in S^n. Similarly, a great many quantum changes must occur in mindworld S^n before their virtual projections (crosstalk) into body A in frame S coheres (superposes) sufficiently to breach the threshold of quantum change in S (body A).

The complete loop -- A to S^n and S^n to A -- defines what is called "consciousness" of A. A is the physical body, and S^n is the mindworld. The three together -- A, S^n, and the closed loop between A and S^n -- define a living biosystem. Figure 8 shows such a biosystem in greater detail.

"Death" is considered to be the loss of the closed loop between a biosystem's physical body "tuner" and its mindworld. In figure 7, S^k represents a mindworld severed from body C, and C and S^k without a preferred closed loop represents the death of biosystem C.

If, e.g., body-tuner C can be stimulated or shocked back into coherence with mindworld S^k, then biosystem C can be restored to living functioning. An example is the stimulation of dead cells, that have been killed by ultraviolet light and allowed to stay dormant for even 24 hours, with visible light. In such case, the cells are "shocked" back into tuning resonance in many cases, and the dead cells will revive by the hundreds of thousands.14

In figure 9, we clarify the time delay that results from the two-way kindling between a tuning body and its mindworld. Many changes occur in the causal physical world frame (in the body) before crosstalk kindles a change into the mental frame, and many such
kindled changes must occur in the biosystem's mindworld before the feedback crosstalk from those mindworld changes can initiate a change in the biosystem's body in frame S. Thus human "free will" is severely limited, but present nonetheless. The great percentage of changes one's body experiences are statistical kindling inputs from other mindworlds and not under the control of the individual's own mindworld. However, occasionally he does induce (incept) a control change into the otherwise statistical pattern. If enough "behavior pattern" is collected, these incepted changes are sufficient to deviate the biosystem from a purely statistical, inert behavior. Thus "living behavior" is recognizable in this fashion: The bulk of our experience involves the normal, statistical laws of ordinary inert physics, but a small part of our experience involves a deliberate, incepted deviation from those laws. Thus experience is largely like a rocket's trajectory; we cannot control the basic momentum and velocity of the trajectory, but can only deviate slightly from that trajectory.

Indeed, inception (intent) consists of changing both the "future" and the past, as shown in figure 10. It appears also that the fact that the past can be changed, in at least one sense, has now been established by Wheeler.\textsuperscript{15}

**Layers of Unconsciousness**

Actually we have shown the simplest sort of life/mind loop, that loop between the biosystem's primary mind world and its tuning physical body. Other longer loops also exist, and these account for the existence of multiple layers of unconsciousness.

E.g., we may take any subset of human biosystems that have some specified similarity: race, culture, family, nation, area, creed, etc. In this case, the multiplex of mindworlds that corresponds to the subset also have a slightly favored, overall "crosstalk loop" between the mindworlds of the members of the subset. Therefore each of these subsets forms a special sort of "biosystem" of its own. These "layers of unconsciousness" are illustrated in figure 11. At the species level, this biosystem effectively constitutes Jung's "collective unconscious." The concept here differs slightly from that of Jung, however, since a very real, living sort of biosystem is involved in our model -- literally, a being of very strange characteristics indeed.

E.g., in each of these "subset" biosystems, multiple simultaneous consciousness exists -- which to a monocular conscious mind (perceiver/detector) appears unconscious. I.e., to a monocular perceiver it is either monocularly conscious or unconscious (not monocularly conscious). Since it is multiply conscious, it appears "not-monocularly-conscious," hence unconscious to the ordinary monocular conscious.

Further, for every human member of a particular subset, an extra dimension appears in the multiply conscious entity/biosystem that results from the subset. Just as connecting two cerebral halves in a single biosystem gains a third dimension, another dimension is added for each unit connected in the biosystem.

Also, the inceptive power of the biosystem increases exponentially as the number of stages. This has been shown in a separate paper by the author\textsuperscript{16} to be

\[
\frac{E_O}{E_i} = A_0^{n+1} I_k
\]

where \( E_O/E_i \) = energy out divided by energy in (overall amplification factor), \( A_0 \) is the amplification factor achieved by each stage (human being), \( n \) = the number of human stages in the subset, and \( I_k \) = the identity coefficient (fraction of crosstalk) stage to stage in that loop.
It is important to note that these layers of unconsciousness (multiply conscious minds) are not mutually exclusive, but greatly overlap.

If one accepts the existence of the collective human unconscious as a living biosystem, four-billion dimensional, then it is a living entity -- indeed, a great superentity, of which our own personal consciousnesses/personal unconsciousnesses are parts. Thus each of us is a cell in this great entity. Let us tentatively call it ZARG.

ZARG has unique characteristics. It is "unconscious" by definition, hence "sleeping." Further, its "conscious mind" is fragmented into four billion pieces -- our own personal consciousnesses. In psychology, fragmentation of the conscious mind is technically called dissociation, and severe dissociation classically defines psychosis. Thus ZARG may be considered totally insane.

As we stated, ZARG is multidimensional. ZARG's unconscious simultaneously receives and identifies four billion different conscious and unconscious perceptions. Just as the human consciousness, in identifying two slightly different two-dimensional visual patterns gains the third dimension, ZARG gains an additional "dimension" for every additional person past the first one. So ZARG is at least about $4 \times 10^9$ - dimensional.

Finally, it is well-known in parapsychology that the personal unconscious can affect matter; i.e., it can change spacetime itself, and we have shown a physical mechanism for this effect (kindling) in our model. Psychokinesis, poltergeist phenomena, etc. are direct examples. From equation (1) previously given, this effect increases exponentially as the number of stages or minds that are linked in an inceptive loop. Since ZARG has $4 \times 10^9$ linked stages, this means that its psychokinetic/materialization/dematerialization powers are at least some $10^{10^9}$ times as great as those of, say, Uri Geller when he is bending or breaking metal. Thus ZARG can pull the very stars out of orbit, disrupt the earth or solar system, stop the earth in its orbit, or even change the fundamental laws of nature itself. The physical universe, in our model, is quite literally simply thought that is common to all minds, hence to ALLMINDEDNESS or The Creative Mind, or whatever term one prefers to use for the Infinite. It is the fact that the thoughtform of the physical frame is prescribed and represcribed, over and over, that lends it its seeming "solidity" as compared to the phenomena existing in only a single consciousness mindworld. But the physical universe is totally mindstuff nonetheless; as such, it can indeed be changed by the proper resonance in a large number of stages, as given by formula (1).

Thus ZARG contains so many mindworlds/stages/dimensions that it has a very powerful part to play in the "reality" or type of functioning exhibited by this particular physical universe. Indeed, a large part of the physical laws of nature and the stability of this spacetime continuum is due to and prescribed by ZARG.

Thus anything which powerfully affects the multiplistic mind of ZARG can stimulate actual changes in our own physical reality -- essentially of any type and any degree, given a sufficiently strong stimulus.

Dreams and the Collective Unconscious

Just as a personal dream can be psychoanalyzed to reveal the unresolved stresses and conflicts in the personal unconscious, the materialized "dreams" of the collective unconscious -- i.e., the tulpa manifestations -- can be psychoanalyzed to reveal the unresolved stresses and conflicts in the collective unconscious. However, in analyzing the tulipoidal materializations and manifestations, one must seek out stress situations that exist between two or more large groups of people, in fact, between great nations. Since World War II, the major such stress on the collective unconscious has been the cold war.
Thus the UFO tulipoid phenomena psychologically should reveal significant aspects of the cold war, and we will incorporate conventional psychological analysis and knowledge of the Soviet development of new superweapons -- virtual state engineering (psychotronic) weaponry -- to show a fit to the major UFO phenomena. 18

First, we summarize briefly the mechanism for tulipoidal materialization. Figures 12 and 13 show how the unresolved stresses in large groupings of people filter deep into the layers of collective unconscious, increasing the psychokinetic ability attached to the unrelieved stresses, and ultimately resulting in psychokinetic "popout" or even full materialization. In the diagrams (drawn by Hal Crawford especially for this theoretical exposition), the increasingly deep layers are represented by layers A, B, C, ... etc. These represent city, country, ethnic, cultural, national, etc. level groupings and functional biosystems. From these concepts we will seek to fit the major UFO waves since World War II, including ghost rockets, waves of the 50's, waves of the 60's, the 1973 wave, and cattle mutilations.

The Cold War, Psychotronics, and UFO's

During World War II, Stalin laid plans to attack the West within about two years after the war's end. He knew that, when the war was over, the "decadent capitalists" would immediately beat their swords into plowshares and disarm, for they had always done so after each war. So he could hold his own forces ready until this occurred, then take Europe in six weeks.

However, the advent of the U.S. atomic bomb frustrated this plan. He could no longer mass his forces, for American bombers loaded with atomic bombs could have simply obliterated them. Consequently, Stalin had to change the plan and the time schedule for the attack.

During 1946-47, then, the Communists were intensively revising the master plan and hatching the plans for a global cold war, rescheduling an eventual attack and takeover within a long range, worldwide, strategic plan. So during this time, a great deal of threat stress -- quite heavy pressure -- was pressing down into the unconsciousnesses of a large number of Soviet Communists. This constituted a heavy pressure on the collective unconscious of all humanity, and popouts (tulipoidal forms) of appropriate archetypes started pressing up through the successive layers of unconsciousness above the species unconscious. These successive layers modulate and shape the pattern of psychokinetic reality that is pushing up, much like different frequencies add together in Fourier analysis to compose the final form that emerges. Let us pause to analyze some factors bearing on these shapings that were occurring.

The human unconscious is deepest ingrained with the experience of the ancient jungle days of millions of years ago, not recent history. In the human "old experience" that is in our genes, the male went where the threat or action was (to war or to the hunt), while the female stayed behind in the cave or fortress with the children, protected. Also, in the primates the erect penis is a sign of domination. Dominant monkeys "erect and mount" other male monkeys to show dominance. The erect midfinger is still a hostile gesture, and one of defiance and domination. Further, fire is a power symbol to the collective unconscious; fire was power over fierce animal enemies, for it kept the tigers and leopards at bay.

So all the "threat saturation" from the Soviets in 1946-47 should give a male penis symbol, and include the fire symbol, etc. in adjacent areas (where the threat or action is).
Power and domination should be symbolized, and the symbol expressed should be the one most appropriately selected from the higher levels of unconsciousness (i.e., the final pattern of the original archetype would be determined by their modulations).

And in the higher, shallower levels of unconsciousness, the German use of the V-1 and V-2 rockets in WWII had been strongly imprinted, for use of these weapons had fired the imagination of the world. We point out that a rocket is a male penis symbol par excellence, and also has fire in its tail to symbolize dominance.

So in 1946-47 the erect penis/fire symbol -- for dominance, threat, and power -- ought to pop out where the action is; i.e., closest to the threat or "war threatening" agent or zone. And indeed it did, as "ghost rockets" in the skies over the Scandinavian countries next to the Soviet Union -- Norway, Sweden, Denmark, etc. (figure 14).

But the U.S. is a natural fortress, or so it had always been, with two great ocean barriers east and west and no strong enemy north or south. That corresponds to the "cave/fortress" protected place, and thus a female symbol should result in the U.S. Again, so it did. In June 1947 Kenneth Arnold, flying over the state of Washington -- the state closest to the Soviet Union at the time -- encountered flying saucers, which were simply female mandalas modulated by our science fiction/Buck Rogers national/cultural unconsciousness. Arnold's personal unconscious, the last modulator and shaper (tuner) of the reality format that materialized, is that of a pilot. So flying saucers are what appeared over the United States, not ghost rockets.

Make no mistake, these tulpoids are actual materializations, not hallucinations or fantasies. Jung has pointed out the psychological and psychic content of the flying saucer phenomenon, but here we are speaking of materialized "projections" from the collective unconscious, and we have briefly summarized the actual physics of such materializations. This author, of course, is not the first to have considered UFO's to be extradimensional or psychic projections; Vallee and Keel have certainly pointed out the other-than-simple-extraterrestrial nature of UFO's, and Hynek has voiced his conclusion that we may be dealing with a new reality.

Several major waves of UFO's occurred in the 1950's, and these of course coincide with significant events of the Korean War in 1950, 1951, 1952, and 1953. Other waves continued to occur as stresses in the cold war were periodically increased.

Another example is the wave of 1967 -- the "forgotten wave" of UFO's, which occurred in the same year as the 1967 Arab-Israeli War. The 1967 war was a major test in the continuing cold war, and the UFO wave of 1967 was the fourth largest wave in history.

In 1973 the Yom Kippur War occurred. This was the Soviet Union's "Spanish Civil War," where the final tactics and equipment for antitank and antiaircraft weaponry were tested against the superb Israeli tankers and flyers. In addition, figures for the loss rates of tanks and aircraft in modern warfare were obtained, and the effect on the U.S. and NATO of the cutoff of Arab oil was tested. Further, when the Israelis at one point succeeded in cutting off an Egyptian army, Brezhnev notified the U.S. President over the hot line that the Soviets were going in, and the U.S. could do as it pleased. The Soviets loaded seven airborne divisions in readiness to send in, and the U.S. loaded its single airborne division, ready for insertion. For several days, the world teetered on the brink of direct ground confrontation between the Soviet Union and the U.S., with all its possible dangerous consequences.

Now ground confrontation is contact. And UFO "contactee" cases involve confrontation. In the very month -- October -- that the 1973 Yom Kippur War erupted, the greatest wave of UFO contactee cases in history broke out in the U.S. Further, in the shallower unconscious levels above the collective species unconscious, which were modulating and molding the reality format, the imagination of the world had been captured by the spacesuited
astronauts who had walked on the moon. So most U.S. contactee cases involved spacesuited beings, conditioned into that framework by the national/cultural modulation. Some of the contactee cases involved robots or metallic men, analogous to the mechanista and robotry of the U.S. space program. And here in the U.S., the fortress, the female-mandala craft symbol was generally maintained. In many of these contactee cases, "examinations" of the contactee's private persons were conducted, symbolic of the detailed examination the Soviets were making of U.S. equipment, tactics, oil and economics (vital parts), etc.

We do not infer that a painstaking analysis of each and every notable incident in every major wave has been performed by this author; I have certainly not had time for such a massive undertaking. I merely wish to point out that indeed the phenomena can be "psychoanalyzed" to at least some degree of success, based on the theory developed and the idea of stress-evoked materialized tuloids from the collective unconscious, symbolizing major or critical events and periods in the cold war. And I would urge those UFO researchers who are qualified in psychological analysis to take the examples given and go much further, and indeed to continue the psychological analysis of the UFO phenomena in terms of the cold war and induced tuloid materializations.

Cattle Mutilations

Within the last several years, a rather fantastic number of paranormal cattle mutilations have occurred across the U.S. A peak has apparently been centered in and around Colorado, the home of Cheyenne Mountain, in whose bosom the "heart" or control center for the strategic retaliatory forces of the U.S. is nestled. That is significant, for it is the "heart" of the U.S. which is to be slashed and eviscerated, in the Soviet plan. But to explain the cattle mutilations, some additional factors must be developed.

Virtual state engineering -- psychotronics, or what the Soviets call "energetics" -- ironically was born in the U.S., with the radiant energy amplifier built by T. Henry Moray of Salt Lake City, Utah before World War II. A Soviet agent obtained the secret of that device in 1939, and personally destroyed the only existing Moray device. The device was exceedingly difficult to build, however, and Soviet work with it was interrupted by World War II.

When checked in his plan to attack at the close of WWII, Stalin called in his scientists and told them the destiny of Communism had been frustrated by this great U.S. technical breakthrough. Further, this would not be the last great breakthrough. However -- he informed them in no uncertain terms -- the next great breakthrough of that magnitude had better be Sov.et in origin. Thus they were to follow every field of human knowledge, no matter how strange or unorthodox, and intensely search for such another breakthrough area. No stone was to be left unturned in this search. Once the field was discovered, they would intensely develop superweapons in secret -- just as the U.S. had done -- and spring them by surprise on the West -- just as the U.S. had done on Japan. Ironically, we had showed Stalin the scenario by means of which the West could eventually be overcome.

In the interim, the guerilla tactics of terrorism and insurgency, and unrelenting pressure, that had proven so successful in the Russian Revolution were to be launched around the world on an international scale. In all continents, small conventional wars and guerrilla wars would "bleed" the U.S. dragon and weaken it. The Soviet Union would also embark on a massive crash program to establish defenses against bomber attack, develop the atomic bomb, and develop the new rocket weapons and jet aircraft the Germans had so brilliantly demonstrated in WWII, and the new atomic weapons unfurled by the U.S.
So in 1947 the cold war was launched, and the Soviet path to eventual world domination was clearly spelled out. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the major events of the cold war since then; and it is stressed that, since about 1972, the Soviets have greatly accelerated their procurement and stockage of new arms and equipment, and Soviet production of war materiel has risen to feverish levels not reached by any other nation since Adolf Hitler's production peak just prior to his initiation of World War II.

In the 1930's and 1940's, Ives succeeded in deriving Einstein's postulates of relativity, Newton's laws of motion, and the law of universal gravitation from a more fundamental \textit{locality}-invariant ether theory. This work was picked up by the Soviet Union, and is part of the fundamentals of their theory of energetics (virtual state engineering) today.

In 1957 Everett's many-worlds interpretation of quantum mechanics was published by Princeton University. If one meticulously examines this theory, and if one regards a mental object as just an ordinary physical object whose time dimension is synonymous with the time dimension of ordinary physical objects, but whose spatial dimensions do not intersect \textit{spatially} with the spatial dimensions of ordinary objects, then one realizes that minds are just ordinary physical worlds three or more orthogonal \textit{spatial} turns away from the ordinary laboratory 3-space, and cotemporal with it. This is particularly likely to be noticed if one has the dialectical method (a slightly confused way of stating the fourth law of logic) deeply ingrained in his thinking. The Soviet theoreticians have such an outlook, and they made the connection. Psychotronic (virtual state engineering) weapons which were well along in development but in difficulties because of inadequate theory were rapidly brought to fruition. (Here we only give a succinct summary of some of the highlights of that weapons program; a fuller and more theoretical treatment has been given by the author in several sources.)

So in 1960 Khrushchev, speaking to the Presidium -- to the leaders of the Communist Party, not for propaganda -- stated at the conclusion of his report that the Soviet Union had a new weapon, just within the portfolio of its scientists, which was so powerful that, if unrestrainedly used, it could wipe out all life on earth. I.e., intensive psychotronic weapon development was underway in the Soviet Union.

At about the same time, complex, weak microwave radiation of the U.S. Embassy in Moscow began. The purpose was to modulate psychotronic (virtual state) patterns onto weak RF carriers and irradiate a very high level U.S. target, the U.S. Ambassador to the Soviet Union. This would guarantee the personal attention of the U.S. President, CIA, DIA, NSA, State Department, National Security Council, etc. A few blood changes and diseases would be introduced as a Red Herring. By the U.S. response to the microwave radiation, the state of U.S. knowledge of the new breakthrough area -- psychotronics -- could be positively ascertained, because the decision for the response would come from the highest levels in the U.S. government. If the U.S. reacted only to the electromagnetic component, it would show with 100% certainty that the U.S. knew nothing of psychotronics, and hence had not developed psychotronic superweapons in secret. If the U.S. reacted to the psychotronic modulation, it would show that the U.S. possessed a knowledge of psychotronics, and the specific type of reaction would indicate the sophistication of that knowledge, hence the probable nature of weaponry they might have developed. Since the beginning of this radiation of the U.S. Embassy, we have been reassuring the Soviets we know nothing about the mechanism for their new superweapons. Just how vital this strange intelligence probe is to the Soviet Union can be ascertained from the fact that four American presidents have asked them to stop the radiation, but they have not done so, merely reducing the power level to a seemingly insignificant level -- which psychotronically necessitates only a little extra "kindling time" to accomplish the same results.
Khrushchev, ever the ebullient peasant, quickly attempted to move strategic rocket weapons into Cuba and immediately change the balance of power, before his new super-weapons were operationally deployed. The 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis thus caught him without his new superweapons and with his missiles in woeful operational shape. Hence he simply had to back down and withdraw the missiles from Cuba — a serious loss of face in the Communist framework, and one which Khrushchev must have known surely spelled his demise unless drastic recovery could be made.

And to recoup his status and circumvent his imminent downfall, Khrushchev -- this author contends -- staged a dramatic one-two punch in early 1963, as soon as his new superweapons became operationally deployed. On April 10 the Thresher nuclear submarine was killed from a secret Soviet psychotronic laboratory, and on April 11 a nuclear explosion of possibly one megaton yield was successfully transmitted through hyperspace from the Soviet Union (probably from Semipalatinsk, from the so-called "particle beam" facility) to an underwater point about 100 miles north of Puerto Rico. Today third generation psychotronic weapons are probably deployed and ready in the Soviet Union.

Ironically, in psychotronic devices the flow (background) of orthorctational flux in which coherence is multistagedly established must be relatively uniform (isotropic) for the coherence to be maintained and for the superweapons to work. Occasionally, for random intervals of from 15 minutes to even two to three weeks, turbulent flux is encountered, destroying the coherence and rendering the superweapons inoperable. All weapons of a given type cease working simultaneously, and all resume again together -- something totally different from any normal weapon system failure mode. If flux is sufficiently turbulent, e.g., all psychotronic weapons fail. Large nuclear explosions, e.g., apparently cause such flux turbulence. Hence the superweapons cannot be absolutely depended upon for the primary effectors, but are best used by surprise initially and as a backup, preferably with mind-stunning shock and devastation, just as the U.S. used the atomic bombs on Japan.

So for that reason the Soviet buildup in conventional and nuclear arms has aimed at overwhelming strength in those categories, even though the superweapons exist and are deployed and ready. The greatest armada of weaponry in history has continued to be steadily built up by the Soviet Union. The attack operation is poised and ready. A lightning blow of unprecedented ferocity and speed -- followed by a massive, mind-paralyzing, awesome devastation of our own strategic weapons, cities, and industrial centers by the Soviet psychotronic superweapons -- is imminent.

The Soviet plan has always been simple and three-phased: (1) Secure the Eurasian continent by defeating NATO and annihilating Red China, ejecting the U.S. presence, and taking over Europe. This requires three to six days -- and most strategic analysts I know of now concede the Soviet Union can do this. In the process, just as the U.S. President is contemplating full nuclear strategic retaliation -- say, after 50% casualties in NATO in the first three days, a Soviet ground advance of 250 kilometers, Soviet seizure of total air superiority in the first several hours, and unrelenting and merciless air attack has devastated critical installations, supplies, centers, and forces throughout the NATO rear -- the psychotronic weapons will be unleashed. The SAC bases, the strategic missile sites, and the industrial Eastern U.S. will lie in smoking ruins within minutes after the initiation of the onslaught, and the nuclear submarines on station will rupture like popping balloons in the same few minutes. The West will be totally paralyzed, just as the two atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki paralyzed a fanatical Japan in WWII. (2) Split the American continent in two, seizing South America and the Panama Canal. The Cubans are the stars of this phase, and that is why they have been involved in 15 or so countries to gain experience. Angola, so to speak, was the dress rehearsal for the Cuban forces for their forthcoming role in Central and South America. A devastated U.S. will be unable to interfere with the Cubans.
(3) The U.S. and Canada and Mexico, isolated and cut off, with the great industrial centers gone, and with severe devastation everywhere, then collapse in total chaos and economic and social destitution. Soviet forces then simply move in to restore order, with only a few sporadic small "mopping up" actions necessary.

Now if all this incredible scenario has any validity, then after the final weapons rehearsal -- i.e., after the 1973 Yom Kippur War -- one ought to see an increase in the tulpidal phenomena of a sharply symbolic nature which can be appropriately psychoanalyzed. And so it has happened, and so one can do the analysis.

The cow is the Western female symbol par excellence. Western children nurse on cow's milk, so to speak. So if the fortress is going to be violated, then one ought to see the female symbol being violated and mutilated. So cattle mutilations of a mysterious, paranormal nature have been occurring all across the U.S. -- from the East coast out through Colorado, Utah, and Montana -- several thousand by now.

It is not our purpose here to give individual case incidents; the literature already contains sufficient details.29 We simply summarize some of the aspects, and briefly present their analysis.

Teats are cut off -- the children of the West shall lose their sustenance. Lips, ears, and tongue are removed -- freedom of speech and hearing shall be excised. Sexual organs are removed -- there shall be no more fruit of the womb in the West. Sharp, surgical excisions are made -- the operation shall be accomplished incisively and with surgical precision. Zig-zag cuts have sometimes been used -- deception shall be used as to direction and intent. Usually the blood is totally drained (something that cannot be done even with hypodermic needles and pumps) -- the lifeblood of the fortress West shall be totally drained, and by other-than-normal means. The edges of the cuts are sometimes seared as if by a laser (the laser is symbolic of futuristic weaponry, to the unconscious) -- advanced, futuristic weapons (psychotronic weapons) shall "seal the end."

The cattle mutilations are materialized precognitive nightmares indicating the horror of the Armageddon to come, and these nightmarish paranormal mutilations reveal the true nature of our times. Yet no orthodox scientist or governmental agency is equipped or able to deal with a phenomenon such as this. Indeed, most of our own UFO researchers are little equipped to deal with it, but to their credit they keep gathering data in the face of a great deal of derision and even hostility.

In ancient times the wise men knew how to do a metapsychological analysis of the tulpidal materializations -- the portents, "signs and wonders" -- from the collective unconscious, which in those days centered about the foci of power, the kings and high rulers. It was not foolish to be concerned with strange, precognitive dreams that were foisted upon a king, nor was it foolish to interpret strange aerial phenomena in terms of serious threats looming over the horizon.

Ironically, today we are in much better condition to separate out the strange but normal phenomena, such as meteors and comets, and collect the "hard core" residue that represent the tulpidal materializations; but we have no wise men skilled in meta-psychological analysis of such phenomena.

Again, one of this author's purposes is to raise the issue and urge qualified psychologists and psychiatrists to analyze the data and the tulpidal manifestations in the light of the major stress on the human race, the cold war.

13.
A Final Numbing Possibility

If the next great war is truly upon us, then the horror and devastation that will occur make every other war in history pale by comparison. For today even our nuclear armaments are sufficient to insure that hundreds of millions of people die within the first hour or two of full-scale initiation. The survival of mankind itself literally is at stake.

Accordingly, the stress factor bearing upon the collective human unconscious is higher than at any time in our previous history. For that reason, just prior to the actual Soviet attack against NATO, the tulipoidal symbology should be raised to the absolute highest possible degree. And there would seem to be only one additional "female symbol" higher than the cow; that is the human female. So in horror one realizes the possibility of raising the cattle mutilations to the last final step, the paranormal mutilation of the human female. Indeed, several candidates for such incidents may already have occurred, but this researcher has been unable -- and indeed unwilling -- to obtain sufficient data on any of them to validate the possibility.

And one other feature of the mutilation incidents needs to be painfully brought out. Other animals have been mutilated, besides cattle. In one incident a young male horse was mutilated -- and of course emasculated. Here the symbology is direct: the youth (the young soldiers) will be emasculated, helpless before the onslaught at first of the Warsaw Pact hordes and immediately thereafter of the Soviet psychotronic superweapons.

Also, we point out that in the old human experience, the women and the children stayed behind in the protected fortress. So in addition to the cattle (female) mutilations, we should have been experiencing "small animal" mutilations, symbolic of the children. Indeed, so we have, though it has largely not been connected to the UFO phenomena by most analysts. But many dogs, cats, squirrels, rabbits, etc. have also been paranormally mutilated. The escalation of this symbolic chain, of course, poses the horrible possibility of incidents of paranormal mutilation of actual human children.

In science, a researcher strives to remain unemotionally involved, unattached, and unbiased. But in any research directly involving human beings, there is always a point at which scientific detachment must yield to human consideration, and this metapsychiatric analysis is such a point, beyond all question, for this researcher. Today, as it was when I first wrote these words in early 1977, the pen, the heart, and the hand that writes the words are deeply shaken. Indeed, I continue to fervently hope that the model and analyses may be totally in error. Yet my military background assures me we have already entered the period of "no return" for the next World War, and it could literally be initiated almost at any moment. And the entire result of over 14 years of unrelenting effort and analysis in the paranormal field convinces me that the model and the analysis ring true, regardless of the human terror, suffering, and misery revealed by these modern-day tulipoidal "signs and portents" of that which is to come.

Conclusion

There is much more that can be taken from the model and principles presented, but the remainder is beyond the scope of this presentation. Strangely enough, the end result of the analysis turns out to be a "happy ending" for humankind, for the model predicts the mind linkage of all humanity into a great, superdimensional, unlimited being totally transcending our present ideas of space and time limitation. That eventuality has been presented elsewhere by the author.

The basic facts we wish to leave with the reader are these: (1) It is possible to
extend our present logic along the lines indicated, and add a fourth law which completes and closes Aristotelian logic. (2) With the four law logic, a thing can be modeled in terms of its mutually exclusive opposite; by this means, the mind can be modeled in terms of physics. (3) A physics -- Everett's many-universes interpretation of quantum mechanics -- is readily available for this approach, but the physics is so eerie and strange that it has been almost totally ignored. Nonetheless, it is totally consistent with the entire present experimental basis of physics. (4) The model presented, then, is generally consistent with the principles of quantum mechanics, and extends them to allow for multiple simultaneous perception. (5) The model of mind and mind levels that results encompasses the collective human unconscious as a living being, and addresses its unusual characteristics, which transcend ordinary space and time limitations. (6) The model presents mechanisms for almost every sort of paranormal phenomenon and parapsychological phenomenon presently investigated. Included are theoretical mechanisms -- physics -- for UFO's as tulpoidal materializations projected from the collective human unconscious, initiated by stress conditions in large masses of people. (7) As tulpoids, the UFO phenomena are capable of being psychoanalyzed in terms of the cold war, or at least a large percentage of the phenomena fit that prescription. One additional factor -- the Soviet development of secret, psychotronic superweapons -- is necessary to fully complete the analysis.

Again, we do not wish to present this work as "finished," Instead, it is only just begun. However, we do point out that the theory is directly applicable to practical devices, and that one or more devices operating along these lines has actually been built.

Finally, we wish to stress the importance of recognition of "virtual state" as a complete kind of reality already used in physics, and the necessity for earnest study and experiment toward the ability to directly engineer the virtual state itself. If one can control the virtual state, one can control all electric charge and electromagnetics, hence all chemistry and all physical effects and interactions.

We also urge an end to the resistance to the study of "mind" in physics. Quantum mechanics itself has long since reduced physics to the study of the relations between perceptions,\(^{31}\) indeed it has nothing at all to say about a possible concrete world lying behind its equations,\(^{32}\) as Margenau and Lindsay pointed out.

To our colleagues in the study of UFO phenomena, we point out that -- literally -- the present model includes all others. The model predicts the existence of every kind of "reality" format imaginable, and various of these formats are continually being stimulated. Thus we can actually get "visitors from the stars" (from a particular alternate reality format), hardnosed spaceships with steel hulls, space-suited astronauts, little humanoids, robotic figures, sasquatch-like figures, angelic beings, impish beings, etc. And yet we also can get simply nocturnal lights, which still comprise the bulk of the phenomena. Finally, we point out that mechanisms for almost all aspects of the UFO phenomena -- including disabling of vehicles and communications, activation of geiger counters, paralysis of contactees, the unreal and dreamy feeling that accompanies contact, etc. are derivable and have been presented.\(^{33}\)

Finally we urge our colleagues, many of whom are more qualified than this author, to pursue this line of endeavor in our continuing effort to comprehend the worldwide UFO phenomenon that so far has resisted our best analytical efforts along conventional lines. The phenomenon definitely involves both mind and matter, and unless we can present a scientific model of mind and matter and their interaction, consistent with the present experimental basis of physics and extending it, we cannot hope to have a science that can be applied to the UFO phenomenon and explain it.

2. One way of stating the fourth law of logic is "A thing is that which it does, and it does that which it is."


5. To quench the virtual photons on an electron, the electron may be interacted with by a photon carrying in its time portion the virtual pattern (virtual photons) of a positron.


7. See the review of The Many-Worlds Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics by Robert Krotkov in the American Journal of Physics, Vol. 43, No. 1, January 1975.


9. See Note 1, ibid.

10. Indeed the physical world can also be modeled mentally, as required by the fourth law of logic. We may define "mental phenomena" as those phenomena which exist in only one mind. We then define "physical phenomena" as those phenomena which exist in each and every mind. (For completeness, we define "paranormal phenomena" as those phenomena which exist in more than one mind, but not in all minds.) While the number of minds is finite, it is very large. Thus "physical" phenomena, being repeated such a vast number of times, are very much more dense than mental phenomena, yet still consist totally of summed "mental phenomena." Note that the present Cartesian interpretation of reality a priori excludes our definition of paranormal phenomena, since it recognizes only exclusively mental or exclusively physical phenomena states. By our definition, paranormal phenomena are inclusively quasi-mental and quasi-physical, in violation of the Cartesian assumption.


12. We know of no actual measurement of the speed of a neutrino.

14. The effect was discovered in the late 1940's by Dr. Albert Kelner of the Cold Spring Harbor Biological Laboratory. See "Rejuvenating Light," *Scientific American*, May 1949. Dr. Renato Dulbecco of the California Institute of Technology found specific frequencies for which the "death" effect and the "life" effect of light was most pronounced; the wavelength for the death effect is peaked at 2,537 angstroms and the wavelength for the life effect is peaked at 3,659 angstroms. Cf "Death Rays and Life Rays Discovered," *Science Digest*, February 1950. See also R. Dulbecco, *Radiation Biology*, A.E. Hollaender (Ed.), McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, NY, 1955. See also discussion of photoreactivation in any good book on ultraviolet light; e.g., Lewis R. Koller, *Ultraviolet Radiation*, 2nd Edition, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, NY, 1965, p. 245. In fact, scientists are not too sure just what constitutes the "death" of bacteria, especially when "killed" by ultraviolet light. See Koller, ibid., p. 242. E.g., the Soviets have reported the revival of 250-million year old microorganisms by geochemist N. Chudinov. The organisms had lain locked in potassium crystals, having once flourished in the great Perm Sea, which once covered much of Europe from the Urals in the north to Kharkov in the Ukraine. See *Soviet Union*, February 1972. Evidently "life" and "death" are something quite different from the way they are presently regarded in biology.

15. See Wheeler's paper in *Mathematical Foundations of Quantum Theory*: Papers from a Meeting, New Orleans, June 1977, A.R. Marlow, Ed. Academic Press, New York, 1978. For a brief review by A.S. Wightman of Princeton University, see "Quantum Theory," *Science*, Vol. 202, No. 4372, 8 December 1978, p. 1076. Wheeler has pointed out a kind of experiment made on a system (such as the two-slit apparatus) in which no observation occurs until after the system's essential interactions are completed. However, a choice can still be made as to how those interactions are to have resulted, even after they have seemingly "occurred." Wheeler's fundamental analysis strongly supports his quotation of Niels Bohr, "No phenomenon is a phenomenon until it is an observed phenomenon." The view taken by the author of this present paper is that all detection/observation is totally internal to the detector/observer. Thus, until his ("its" in the case of an instrument) detection/observation (literally, "change above the observable threshold") has occurred, the supposed or analytical "changes" occurring in the system are virtual, hence carried in the "altogether" by a single photon, nested in its time portion. Further, all "possible" changes which might have occurred -- the entire set of probability states that propagated forward from the previous observable change -- are still present and riding in and on the same photon. Thus any of them can still be selected by the next observable change (photon interaction), depending upon the manner of interaction.

16. See note 8, ibid.


For fundamental and pioneering laboratory work in evoking and photographing UFO reality formats in the infrared, see Trevor James Constable, *The Cosmic Pulse of Life*, The Revolutionary Biological Power Behind UFOs, Neville Spearman Limited, Suffolk, Great Britain, 1977. It has long been the present author's contention that, if a particular theory of UFOs cannot explain in detail the work of Constable, then that theory needs recasting or overhauling.

And before the reader becomes too enamored of the 19th century "materialistic" view of physics, he is strongly urged to read something which states more precisely what a hundred years of physics progress has done to such a view; e.g., "... observations, and more generally perceptions, truly constitute the backbone of physics." (Bernard d'Espagnat, *Conceptual Foundations of Quantum Mechanics*, W.A. Benjamin, Inc., Menlo Park, CA, 1971, p. 420.) Again, "... the a priori conviction that consciousness should necessarily be considered as being 'less real' than, or a 'mere property of' some physical objects (implicitly viewed as having an absolute existence) is obviously too naive." (d'Espagnat, ibid., p. 427.) Indeed, quantum mechanics presently requires a completely ad hoc reduction of the wave packet (the "collapse of the wave function") completely aside from, or outside of, physics itself. Wigner has proposed a reaction of consciousness on the material universe in such a fashion that essentially it is consciousness that reduces the wave packet. Objections have been reduced to the weak statement that it is unpleasant to imagine any large effect of consciousness on material reality. Wigner in fact went so far as to suggest classifying the realities external to a given ego as realities of a second type (E. P. Wigner, "Two Kinds of Reality," *The Monist*, Vol. 48, No. 2, April 1964). Note that the model being advanced by the present author is in one sense simply a direct extension and particularization of Wigner's proposal, but extending to all "egos" of whatever type biological organism, including egos of "dead" biosystems.

Note also that the wave-packet reduction (collapse of the wave function) is not a relativistically invariant process -- thus its "cause" must exist totally outside relativity. Finally, note that, as d'Espagnat points out, the very theory of physics itself "... can be kept only if it is assumed that consciousness is a property of physical systems which is, at any rate, very different from all the other properties in that it is not described by the state vector." (d'Espagnat, ibid., p. 454).


23. Ibid.

25. Note 18, ibid. Also, a two-hour technical presentation, "Soviet Psychotronic Weapons," was given at the 1978 Annual Symposium of the U.S. Psychotronics Association at Oglethorpe College, Atlanta, Georgia, August 1978.

26. To prevent the time-squelching effect of the photon interaction in the visible light spectrum, psychotronic signals may be modulated upon electromagnetic carrier waves. That is, each "photon" carries a vibratory bit of time carrier wave along with it, and the psychotronic pattern may quite comfortably ride along in that bit of oscillatory time as a "modulation" timewise, in and on it. In this fashion a psychotronic pattern that is identical photon-to-photon (in addition to the ordinary virtual state "noise" patterns which more or less randomly vary photon-to-photon) may be delivered to an absorbing target. Inside the target, the photons are absorbed, scattered and reflected. Here one may speak of the "temperature" in the target of a particular virtual/psychotronic pattern being delivered to it. As the coherence of that virtual state pattern is increased, photon-to-photon impinging on the target, the virtual buildup (temperature) of that pattern in the target increases (kindles). With sufficient time, a critical temperature may be reached at which the kindling virtual pattern in the target breaches the threshold of observable state, and the particular pattern observably emerges in the target. The virtual pattern on the bombarding radiation carrier is then said to have been "kindled" in the target.

This is the manner in which diseases and physiological changes have been induced in Americans living in the U.S. Embassy in Moscow.

27. For extremely significant Soviet work on the transmission of death and disease patterns from one cell culture to another in a very unusual manner, see V. P. Kaznacheyev et al, "Distant Intercellular Interactions in a System of Two Tissue Cultures," Psychoenergetic Systems, Vol. 1, No. 3, March 1976, pp. 141-142. See also V. P. Kaznacheyev et al, "Apparent Information Transfer Between Two Groups of Cells," Psychoenergetic Systems, Vol. 1, No. 1, December 1974, p. 37. In these experiments one cell culture is subjected to a lethal mechanism (any sort of lethal mechanism). The exposed sample is on one side of an environmental barrier from a second sample from the same cell culture. The second (control) sample is not subjected to the lethal agent. The environmental barrier contains a thin window; if the window is made of glass, the control sample remains healthy when the test sample is killed. If the window is made of quartz, the test sample after a time delay will start dying with the same symptoms.

The explanation is as follows: From our model, as the consciousness loop between a mindworld and a body of a biosystem is kindled into being, the kindling passes through the first bioframe/hyperframe, the electromagnetic field, breaching the observable state there, which causes the emission of an ultraviolet mitogenetic photon as seen by the lab observer (zeroth frame, or lab frame). This of course occurs at the birth of an individual cell, the simplest "bio-organism" considered in this Soviet experiment. As we know in physics, all interaction occurs by and involves the exchange of virtual particles. Thus when a cell's body tuning is distorted and damaged so that the consciousness loop to its mindworld is lost, the collapsing loop reduces back through the first bioframe, which causes the emission of an antiphoton as seen by the lab observer. Since an antiphoton is just a photon (the photon is its own antiparticle), this again is the emission of an ultraviolet mitogenetic photon. In this case, however, the virtual patterns in the body of the dying biosystem are carried as modulations on the photon emitted at death.
Thus a cell emits a mitogenetic ultraviolet photon at only two times: At its birth when its kindling consciousness loop between its mindworld and its body tuner breaches observable threshold in frame $S'$, and at its death when its decaying consciousness loop falls below observable threshold in frame $S'$. Further, the exact pattern of its death is riding on the mitogenetic photon emitted at its death, carried as a virtual state modulation.

In the Soviet experiment, when the environmental barrier contains a window of ordinary glass, most of the mitogenetic "death message" photons are absorbed in the glass and not dumped into the control sample. When the barrier contains a window of thin quartz, however, most of the mitogenetic photons, each containing the identical virtual-state "death pattern," are transmitted into the control sample. In that case, kindling of the virtual state death pattern occurs in the control sample, as the virtual temperature of that pattern is gradually raised there. When the critical temperature for that pattern is reached, observable state is breached, and the lethal "physical pattern" emerges in the control sample.

The equations to describe the entire process can be readily adapted from the ordinary equations of heat flow, where instead of a single flux of one kind of "heat energy," one now has a complex flux of many kinds of "heat energy," each of which is essentially mutually exclusive from the other.

28. If one can build a Moray-type amplifier, an underwater nuclear submarine can be killed on station (being deep, the quenching effect of the visible spectrum is negated since visible light is blocked from the submarine) from its photograph, which contains its virtual-state "fingerprint." (The use of such a witness to achieve effects at a distance is well-known in radionics; a Moray amplifier can be made incredibly more powerful than the best radionic amplifier, merely by the addition of more stages). For a candidate description of the test of the hyperspace howitzer one day after the death of the Thresher, see Robert J. Durant, "An Underwater Explosion -- or What?", Pursuit , Journal of the Society for the Investigation of the Unexplained, Vol. 5, No. 2, April, 1972, pp. 30-31.


FIGURE 1. RAINDROP MODEL OF QUANTIZED CHANGE
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FIGURE 2. **TWO-SLIT EXPERIMENT**

PHOTON INTERACTION CREATES OBJECTIVITY

**NOTE:** IF THE ELECTRON IS HIT BY A PHOTON BEFORE IT REACHES THE TWO-SLIT REGION, IT DOES NOT EXHIBIT THE WAVE INTERFERENCE EFFECT, BUT INSTEAD ACTS AS A CLASSICAL OBJECT AND GOES THROUGH ONLY ONE SLIT, YIELDING THE "EXPECTED DISTRIBUTION" PATTERN.
FIGURE 3. A FUNDAMENTAL CORRECTION TO CLASSICAL LOGIC

1. \( A \lor \overline{A} \)  ARISTOTLE'S LAW OF THE EXCLUDED MIDDLE

2. DEFINE \( \square \) AS "IS PERCEIVED"

3. \( A \lor \overline{A} \) LAW OF THE EXCLUDED MIDDLE

4. EACH PERCEPTION IS A FINITE OPERATION AND REQUIRES A FINITE TIME TO OCCUR,
   THE LOGIC SYMBOL ALSO REPRESENTS A DECISION ALGORITHM: A SERIES OF
   OPERATIONS PERFORMED IN A SEPARATE TIME INTERVAL.
   EACH FINITE TIME INTERVAL MUST BE ACCOUNTED FOR.

5. \( A_1 \lor A_2 \)

6. THE LAW STATES THAT PERCEPTION IS A MONOCULAR PROCESS IN TIME 3.
   ONLY ONE-THING-AT-A-TIME IS PERCEIVED.

7. NOW NOTE THAT SEPARATION OF A AND \( \overline{A} \) DOES NOT OCCUR IN

   \[
   \left( A_1 , \overline{A}_2 \right)_3 \equiv 5 \quad B_4
   \]

8. SO \( A_1 \equiv_3 \overline{A}_2 \)
   BOUNDARY IDENTITY OF EXACT OPPOSITES

9. AND EQUATION 8 CONSTITUTES A FOURTH LAW OF LOGICAL THOUGHT.
   IT SIMPLY STATES THAT PERCEPTION THREE IS BINOCULAR, AND EXCLUSIVE
   SEPARATION OF EITHER A OR \( \overline{A} \) IS NOT PERMITTED.
FIGURE 4. TURNING A THING INTO ITS OPPOSITE
FIGURE 5. HYPERFRAMES
(BIOFRAMES)
(BIOFIELDS, HYPERFIELDS)

EACH BIOFRAME HIGHER THAN S'''
IS CONNECTED, BY ONLY THREE
ORTHOROTATIONS, TO LAB FRAME S.

EACH S''' AND HIGHER BIOFRAME IS A MIND.
A PARTICLE IN ONE OF THESE FRAMES IS A
"THOUGHT" OR "THOUGHTFORM" IN A MIND.
MAJOR ASPECTS OF THE BILLINGS UFO

© 1978 Tom Bearden

"Reflections" off edge are composed of pieces of light, not rays or beams

Vehicle is two-thirds or more dematerialized

Background stars visible through dematerialized vehicle

"Ray streaming out of the lighted porthole" is made of densely packed pieces of light and this gives a "cottony" appearance

Stars in the background are visible right through the "vehicle" as it dematerializes

Lighted "portholes" are made of densely packed pieces of light

Ray streaming out of the lighted porthole in this direction is much less dense and made of packed "pieces of light"

Pieces of light falling or spraying from the other beams of cottony light

FIGURE 6. THE 1970 BILLINGS UFO PHOTOGRAPH, DECATUR, ALABAMA
A $S^n$ is a living system.

$A$ is the physical body, the incepted mass.

$s^n$ is the mind.

$B$ $s^j$ is also a living system.

To $S$, $D$ is inert; i.e., $D$ is not preferentially incepted.

To $S$, $s^k$ is a "disembodied mind." I.e., $s^k$ is "dead," since it is not preferentially incepting its former body, $C$.

Whenever a proper retuning body, say $E$, appears in $S$, $s^k$ will reestablish a coherent crosstalk with $E$. This constitutes "reincarnation" of $s^k$. 

FIGURE 7. LIFE AND DEATH
CONSCIOUSNESS, LIFE, AND INTENT

FIGURE 8. A LIVING BIOSYSTEM

(S \leftrightarrow S''') 1:1 defines a living biosystem
FIGURE 9. THE FUNCTIONING OF TIME AND CONSCIOUSNESS ARE MUTUAL CREATORS OF EACH OTHER.
Inception or intent thus can slightly deviate from a causal trajectory. Over sufficient collections of physical changes, "intentional behavior" or "limited free will" emerges. However, it is only a very small modulation of causal inertness -- and its smallness accounts for human "physical limitations."
FIGURE 11. LAYERS OF UNCONSCIOUSNESS
FIGURE 12. DREAMS ARE UNRESOLVED CONFLICTS

Such dreams of the collective unconscious can materialize as tulpoids.

The deeper one goes, the more power is available for materialization of imagery.

Deeper levels of unconsciousness
FIGURE 13. COLLECTIVE CONFLICT INITIATES PROPHETIC TULPOIDS

PROPHETIC SYMBOLIC TULPOIDS, ... UFO'S, ROCKETS, CATTLE MUTATIONS, ETC., ... FORM OF TULPOIDS MODIFIED VIA PASSAGE THROUGH SHALLOWER LAYERS

SOVIETS
HATE!!!

U.S.A. EUROPE (CHINA RESTS ON DIFFERENT "E" LAYER)

?!!?

THE PSI CHANNEL IS LIKE A QUASI-HYDRAULIC U-TUBE. CONSISTENT PRESSURE INTO DEEP LAYERS RESULTS IN UPWELLING TULPOIDS WHOSE FORM IS MODULATED AND SHAPED BY SHALLOWER LAYERS, ON THE WAY TO MATERIALIZATION.
FIGURE 14. GHOST ROCKETS AND FLYING SAUCERS

1947 UNITED STATES

1946-47 SCANDINAVIA